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Abstract

This doctoral dissertation describes some fundamental methods supporting the personalization on information browsing systems.

The spread of the Internet, the WWW (one of the information browsing systems) is becoming a de facto standard not only as an application for information gathering but also as a platform for running applications. The WWW is attracting people's attention from the viewpoint of both technology side and business side. Especially "personalization" is the most expected technology. Personalization is the provision to the individual of tailored products, services, information or GUI(Graphical User Interface).

This research focuses on the user information gathering function and the authoring function for personalization. The user information gathering function is the function to automatically acquire the information about the user's interest. The authoring function is the function to support the information provider to attach an index to information or to describe how to personalize the information according to each user.

For supporting the user information gathering function, we propose a method to extract a text part that the user was interested in based on the user's ordinary mouse operations while he/she is reading a Web page. For supporting the authoring function, we considered supporting methods from two features of the WWW: (i) it allows users to acquire information by moving from a page to another page by a link and (ii) it provides GUIs as a platform for building Web applications. To the former feature, the most popular personalization method is a rule-based approach, in which the information provider describes the navigation strategies in rules in advance. We propose a method supporting the information provider by verifying the rules. To the latter feature, the method to attach the help function to the content or the application is attracting people's attention. This is called an EPSS (Electronic Performance Support System). We propose a framework for building EPSS independent of the content.

This doctoral dissertation consists of 5 chapters. Chapter 1 explains an information browsing system and a personalization on it. It also describes the background of this
work. Chapter 2 introduces a system called TextExtractor, which extracts the target text part of the operation which seems to be related to the user's interest. It explains the preliminary survey on the user's operations, the system structure of TextExtractor and the evaluation of the extracted keywords. Chapter 3 describes a verifying tool of the user-navigation strategy on a information browsing system. It evaluates the tool in the description time and the error ratio of the described strategies. Chapter 4 introduces a system called WebAttendant, which is a content-independent framework for Web-based EPSS. It explains the system structure of WebAttendant and the experiment to evaluate it, which compares the amount of work to develop EPSS using WebAttendant with that using built-in EPSS. Chapter 5 gives the conclusions considering the results in each chapter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

As the Internet has been expanding, the WWW (World-Wide Web)[1] has become one of the most popular application on the Internet. The WWW is the application which supports the user to find some information from computers on the Internet. The WWW has the hyperspace consisting of pages (nodes) and links. Users access the hyperspace using a Web browser on their client computers. They acquire information by moving from a page to another page by a link. In the WWW, the information provider can easily exhibit information just by starting a Web server on the computer connected with the Internet and putting the files which describe the contents of the pages on the server. Therefore the number of pages has been increasing and it reached one billion pages[2] in 2000. In this situation, it is difficult for users to find their target information on the WWW. Furthermore, the WWW not only provides a method to access information, but also provides GUIs (graphical user interface) such as inputs and buttons and a protocol to send a query message. This allows the user to access databases or other existing legacy applications through Web browser. Therefore the WWW has become not only a tool for information retrieval but also a platform for every application[3].

From such a background, personalization is beginning to attract attention[4]. Personalization is the provision to the individual of tailored products, services, informa-
tion or information relating to products or service[5]. For example, personalization (1) emphasizes the link in which the user is likely to be interested from his/her browsing history, (2) displays the goods on the top page of the Web site recommended to the user based on his/her purchase information or (3) displays how to input the form by balloon helps for a beginner user. The point that personalization differs from other technologies is taking into consideration both (1) the user’s usability to support the user’s information browsing or the user’s usage of the application and (2) the information provider’s business to provide adequate information to his/her customers. Therefore, we have to consider the technology supporting personalization from various sides.

1.2 Information Browsing System

There are three types of systems which support the user’s information gathering activity:

1. Information retrieval
2. Information filtering
3. Information browsing

Some researchers call these systems together "information gathering system."[6, 7] Information retrieval supports the user in finding information from remote databases. This type of system asks the user to input implicitly some keywords related to the user’s interest. Information filtering supports the user in screening the information coming into the user. This type of system acquires the information about the user’s interest in advance, and after that it compares the information coming to the user with the information about the user’s interest. Information browsing provides the information space where the user can freely move around and gather information. The related information is connected by links by an information provider based on his/her point of view. The fundamental function provided in the WWW is information browsing although information retrieval and information filtering can be implemented there.
Figure 1.1: System structure of information gathering system.

Personalization needs the information about the user because it changes the content or the way to display the content according to each user. The basic system structure of information gathering systems using the information about the user is as follows[8, 9, 7] (see Figure 1.1):

1. User information gathering function
2. User modeling function
3. Comparing and selecting function

Users return some feedback to the system such as inputting keyword queries, expanding them and evaluating/judging information provided by the system. The information gathering function acquires those user information and sends them to the user modeling function. The user modeling function constructs or modifies the user model based on the user information provided by the user information gathering function.
The comparing and selecting function compares the user model with the information to provide the user. After that, it selects the information matched to the user's interest.

In addition to the above-mentioned functions, some systems need an authoring function. The comparing and selecting function compares the information with the user model and selects information to show the user. However this function often requires the computational presentation of the information and the strategy how to select the information. Even the information is presented in text, it is difficult to understand the meaning of the content by a computer. Therefore the information provider has to prepare computational presentations such as properties and values[10, 11]. Furthermore, the selecting and displaying strategy of information may differ for information providers. In this case, he/she has to define their way of selection and display in the system.

1.3 Objective of Our Research

In this research, we will study on the fundamental technologies required for the personalization on the information browsing system. Out of the four functions described in Section 1.2, this research will focus on the user information gathering function and the authoring function. Especially for the authoring function, we will pay attention to the two features of the WWW: (i) it allows users to acquire information by moving from a page to another page by a link and (ii) it provides GUIs as a platform for building Web applications. We will propose (1) TextExtractor as one the user information gathering functions, (2) a verifying tool for user-navigation as one of the authoring tools for the former feature of the WWW and (3) WebAttendant as one of the authoring tools for the latter feature of the WWW.

(1) **TextExtractor**

One of the serious requirements in information gathering systems is the high-accuracy acquisition of the user information without the user's mental effort. TextExtractor automatically extracts a text part that the user was interested in from the whole text of a page using the user's ordinary mouse operation. The idea of TextEx-
tractor is feasible not only for information browsing systems but also for information retrieval and information filtering systems.

(2) A verifying tool for user-navigation

The original idea of the WWW is hypermedia[12, 13], which is a basic idea of connecting information with links. Therefore hypermedia is one of the information browsing systems. In the research field of hypermedia, personalization has been studied as adaptive hypermedia[14]. Although some researchers have been studying on authoring tools for adaptive hypermedia systems, these tools do not focus on examining the navigation strategies in hyperspace. We will propose a verifying tool which examines the information provider's navigation strategies.

(3) WebAttendant

In the field of computer education and business applications, EPSS (Electronic Performance Support System)[15] is gaining its popularity. EPSS is like a help system for application software. However it differs from a help system in taking the user's business productivity into consideration. We will propose WebAttendant for EPSS. This is a framework for an EPSS on the Web and allows the EPSS developer to develop an EPSS independent of the Web content. Therefore WebAttendant can improve the reusability of the modules used in the EPSS and decrease the development cost.

In this research, TextExtractor is built as a module feasible in any Web site. For the verifying tool for user-navigation, we will develop a simple adaptive hypermedia system. We will develop the verifying tool on this system and see its effectiveness by an experiment. The reason why we will develop a whole system of the adaptive hypermedia is that we want to make the comparing and selecting mechanism and the user interface for the information provider simple. In the experiment this removes the mental workloads occurred by such complexity from the information provider and see only the effectiveness of the tool. For WebAttendant, we will develop it as a whole system required for a standard platform of Web-based EPSS. This is because we want to see its effectiveness in the real EPSS development for business purpose.
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

In this doctoral dissertation, we describe TextExtractor in Chapter 2, the verifying tool for user-navigation in Chapter 3 and WebAttendant in Chapter 4. In each chapter, we will describe the detail of their research backgrounds, target problems, methodologies, implementations and evaluations. In Chapter 5, we will give the conclusions about the supporting functions for personalization in information browsing systems.
Preferences


Chapter 2

TextExtractor: Text Part Extraction Using Operation Logs from a Web Browser

2.1 Introduction

There are many search engine services on the Web that support users in acquiring their target information. When the user inputs some keywords as a search key, the search engine recommends pages that include the input keywords. The number of pages accessible by search engines has passed one billion pages[1]. Technologies for narrowing the number of search results are regarded as important, and many researchers have been working on these technologies. Methodology that relieves users from needing special knowledge about search engines on the Web is important, because there are many kinds of users on the Web. Relevance feedback[2] is one such method.

Relevance feedback (i) asks the user to indicate pages most relevant to his/her interests from the search results, and (ii) searches again using keywords specific to those selected pages. Generally, the selection of keywords is done from the pages returned as search results by the search engines, and this method selects new keywords from the complete text of those pages. Therefore this method has a problem in that not all the selected keywords have to do with the user’s interests[5]. Another problem
is that it takes a lot of effort by the users to indicate suitable pages.

In this paper, as a solution for the first problem, we propose using only the parts that the user might be interested in, instead of using the entire pages. As a solution for the second problem, we propose using the user's browsing operations to determine his/her interests instead of asking the user to explicitly indicate the pages that the user had an interest in.

We focus on the situation that the user uses a mouse as an input device while browsing Web pages and solve the above-mentioned problems by the following method:

1. Extract operations that might occur because of the user's especial interest from the user's ordinary mouse operations while browsing pages.

2. Extract by sentence or line the text parts that are the targets of those extracted operations.

We expect the following results by using this method:

1. The system can automatically find the keywords relevant to the user's interests without requiring any special efforts by the user.

2. The system can eliminate many noise keywords, the keywords unrelated to the user's interests, from the texts used for relevance feedback.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces related work that gathers the information about users' interests, what we call the ''user profile''. Section 2.3 investigates the relationship between the users' interests and their mouse operations. Section 2.4 explains the experiment to see the effectiveness of the text parts which is the target of the operation which may relate to the user's interest. It also explains the system called ''TextExtractor'' which extracts the text parts based on the user's operation. Section 2.5 evaluates the effectiveness of the extracted keywords by TextExtractor. Section 2.6 provides some discussions and outlines future works. Finally Section 2.7 offers some conclusions.
2.2 Related Work

Relevance feedback acquires user profiles by asking the users to indicate which pages are relevant to their interests [2]. Some researchers have also been working on the acquisition of user profiles in the area of information filtering[3]. Information filtering screens the information coming into the user, while information retrieval supports the user in finding information from remote databases[4].

In the research areas of information retrieval and information filtering, there are two basic approaches for acquiring user profiles[5, 6].

1. Explicit (Direct) method:

   This method acquires user profiles by (i) asking users to answer preliminary questionnaires about topics or keywords which they are interested in, or (ii) asking users to grade the pages they have browsed for interest and relevance. Ringo[7] and SIFT[8] use the former approach. GroupLens[9], Sysskill & Weber[10], NewsWeeder[11], ClixSmart[12] and AntWorld[13] use the latter approach. The advantage of this method is that it is reliable because it acquires the user profiles directly from the users. However these approaches also have some disadvantages. Generally, completing a preliminary questionnaire sufficiently detailed to allow a user to adequately describe his/her interests as keywords is a troublesome task, and grading pages also takes a lot of efforts from the users. Method (ii) also has a problem that it selects keywords from the whole text of the page and the selected keywords include many that the user is not interested in.

2. Implicit (Indirect) method:

   This method acquires user profiles by estimating the users’ degree of interest in the pages the users have browsed based on such factors as (i) the time spent reading the pages (browsing time)[14] or (ii) the specific mouse button operations or the scroll operations performed while reading the pages[15], or (iii) the user’s eye mark while reading pages[16, 17]. The advantage of this method is that it does not require any mental efforts by the users. One of the problems with method
(i) is that the system usually cannot know when the user opens a page and then starts doing some other work or leaves the PC. Existing research on method (ii) monitors for such actions as when the user pushes a button for enlarging an article in a news system or when the user scrolls the window that is displaying the article. Detecting these operations allows the system to judge whether the user was interested in the entire page. However the system cannot always locate which part of the page the user was interested in from these operations. Method (iii) has a possibility to specify the text part that the user was interested in. However it leaves the problem of the special equipment to recognize the user’s eye mark.

In the research area of information retrieval and filtering, the system selects keywords effective for information retrieval or information filtering from the keywords in the documents that the user has rated as good ones. This keyword selection relies on tf-idf weights [2]. The tf-idf approach weights keywords based on each keyword’s appearance frequency in the document and its appearance frequency in other documents. However tf-idf weights keywords based on the statistics of the entire document even if the user was only interested in a part of the document. Therefore some of the weights on keywords do not reflect the user’s interests. Furthermore, the tf-idf algorithm needs to prepare a target document set and create a vector space for the set in advance, because it is based on considering relevance between documents.

Our research can be classified with the implicit methods because it estimates the users’ interests based on the mouse operations. It differs from the existing research approaches in that (i) it estimates the user’s interest from the ordinary mouse operations, including even the ones the user performs unconsciously, (ii) it extracts the parts the user might be interested in not by the page but by the sentence or line, and (iii) it does not need a special equipment (see Table 2.1).
Table 2.1: Related works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Required for user’s efforts?</th>
<th>Unit of extraction</th>
<th>Required for special equipment?</th>
<th>Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary questionnaire</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Topic/keyword</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Ringo, SIFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page rating</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>GroupLens, AntWorld, Syskill &amp; Weber, NewsWeeder, ClixSmart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browsing time</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Morita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special button &amp; scroll operation</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Page</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>ANATAGONOMY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye mark</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Part of page</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Digital Reminder, IMPACT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TextExtractor</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Part of page</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Preliminary Survey

Kantor[13] reports that he discovered that users tend to follow the mouse pointer by the eye while browsing Web pages. As one of the reasons of above-mentioned behavior, he pointed out that the user has to click links that he/she is interested in by the mouse on the Web. However he does not show what kind of operations performed by users while browsing Web pages and whether or not such operations have to do with their interests.

We surveyed characteristic operations which may occur according to users’ interests. In this survey, we conducted observations of and interviews about users’ operations while they are browsing Web pages. In these observations, the users freely browsed Web pages they liked and the observer watched their mouse operations. In the interviews, the interviewer asked the users what kind of operations they perform in their daily Web browsing and the reason why they perform the operations. There were 31 users in the survey. This survey detected the following characteristic operations. (We eliminated operations to directly specify the targets of the users’ interests such as inputting some
keywords that the user is interested in into the text field of a search engine.

- Text tracing: Moving the mouse pointer along a sentence while reading.
- Link pointing: Positioning the mouse pointer on a link, but not clicking the link.
- Link clicking: Clicking on a link to move to another page.
- Text selection: Selecting text by dragging the mouse pointer.
- Scrolling: Scrolling a window at a certain speed.
- Bookmark registration: Registering a page as a bookmark.
- Saving: Saving an HTML document.
- Printing: Printing a page.
- Window movement: Moving a window of the Web browser.
- Window resizing: Changing the window size of the Web browser.

Some of the operations are necessary for browsing Web pages or using the Web browser's functions. The other operations are not necessary for browsing Web pages or using the Web browser's functions, but users perform them unconsciously. Out of these operations, the operations whose targets can be text are text tracing, link pointing, link clicking and text selection.

To judge whether or not we can use these four kinks of operations for extracting text parts, it is necessary to see how many users perform them. We observed the 20 users' operations during 10-minute browsing and counted the number of times that each operation occurred. Figure 2.1 shows the result. Although there is a variety in the number of times to perform according to the type of operation, we found that in every type of operation there are users who perform it. Therefore in this research, we will investigate whether or not the target text part of these four kinds of operations are actually the part the user was interested in by the experiment.
2.4 Experimental Method and System Implementation

2.4.1 Experimental objective and method

Generally the unit of process in information retrieval and information filtering is keyword. The objective of the experiment is that automatically extracting the target text parts of the four types of operations (described in Section 2.3) and seeing whether or not keywords in the extracted text is actually the ones the user is interested in.

The experimental method we used is as follows:

1. The subject searches for the pages he/she wants to browse in advance of the experiment.

2. When the experimental observations begin, the subject freely browses the selected pages.

3. Every time the subject moves from a page to another page, he/she answers a questionnaire about the previous page. In this questionnaire, the system displays all keywords extracted from the page, and the subject checks only keywords he/she was interested in (see Figure 2.2).

4. The experimenter compares the keywords checked by the subject and the key-
words extracted by the system. The experimenter determines the effectiveness by calculating some parameters.

2.4.2 Experimental system TextExtractor

We developed a system called "TextExtractor" which extracts the text parts the user might be interested in while the user is browsing a Web page. We built TextExtractor using JavaScript and Java. This is because the user can use the Web browser that he/she usually uses and it is easy to install TextExtractor to existing Web contents and applications.

Figure 2.3 shows the system structure of TextExtractor. For embedding the JavaScript and Java applet programs of TextExtractor into Web pages, we developed an embed proxy server. In this system, the embed proxy server calls a morphological analyzer[18, 19] and generates windows for questionnaires using keywords output by a morphological analyzer. TextExtractor sends the extracted text parts to the TextEx-
tractor server.

2.4.3 Operation extraction and text extraction

JavaScript program of TextExtractor detects the user's operation event on the Web browser via DOM (Document Object Model) [20] interface. After that, it informs Java applet program the event with other parameters such as coordinates of the mouse pointer in a fixed format. Java applet program extracts the four kinds of operations by analyzing the operation events and extracts the target text part of the operation. We show (1) the type of operation event, (2) the format to inform operation events, (3) an example described in the format, (4) concrete methods to extract operations,
(5) concrete methods to extract text parts and (6) parameters for operation extraction in the appendix.

We use some parameters for extracting operations. We set the parameters heuristically by recording five users' operations while they are browsing Web pages and analyzing them (see Appendix). In actual text tracing operation found in the preliminary experiment in Section 2.3 and in the operation recording in this section, users do not strictly trace the line they are reading but just unconsciously move the mouse pointer to the right and in short distance. Therefore we set parameters to make TextExtractor recognize the short mouse movement to the right as text tracing.

We use some functions of DynamicHTML [21] for extracting the text. When the user selects a text part with mouse, the Web browser generates a selection object, which indicates the selected text. We use this object for extracting the text which is the target of the text selection operation. We can also identify the location of a character which is at specific coordinates from the whole text of the page. We use this function for extracting the text which is the target of text tracing, link clicking, and link pointing operations. When the system extracts text which is the target of a text tracing operation, it also extracts the text which exists on the line above the line where the mouse pointer is. This is because of what we discovered from the observations. We found two cases in users' text tracing operations: (i) they move the mouse pointer on a straight line within the line where they are reading, or (ii) they move the mouse pointer on a line below the text line where they are reading.

2.5 Evaluation

2.5.1 User's browsing in the experiment

Five users (three women and two men in their twenties or thirties) participated in the experiment as subjects. We used data from 120 Web pages for the analysis. Table 2.2 shows the objective of each user's browsing, the characteristics of the pages that each user browsed (also showing the average number of keywords in those pages), the
average number of keywords the user checked as interesting ones in each page and the number of pages the user has browsed.

2.5.2 Objective of evaluation

In this section, we will see whether or not the target text part of each type of operation is actually the part the user was interested in. Namely we will see whether or not the ratio of keywords that the user was interested in is higher in the target text part of each type of operation than in the whole text of the page. After that, we will compare TextExtractor, which extracts keywords based on the four kinds of operations, with other keyword extraction method. In this comparison, we will see the validity in text extraction of TextExtractor by comparing TextExtractor with the method to extract keywords at random, we call this random extraction. We also compare TextExtractor with tf-idf which is the most popular keyword selection method in information retrieval and information filtering.

In this evaluation we will calculate the following three parameters:

1. Keyword precision
2. Keyword recall
3. Noise recall

Keyword precision is the ratio of the keywords that the user is interested in in relation to the the extracted keywords. Keyword recall is the ratio of the extracted keywords in relation to the keywords that the user is interested in. This parameter is important because in information retrieval or information filtering, the system cannot recommend the pages the user is interested in when the number of keywords to use, which the user is interested in, is small. Noise recall is the ratio of the extracted keywords in relation to the keywords that the user is not interested in (noise keywords). This parameter is important because the noise keywords reduce precision of information retrieval when the system executes relevance feedback using keywords in the whole text
Table 2.2: Browsing data for the experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>The objective of browsing</th>
<th>The characteristics of the pages (Average number of keywords in a page)</th>
<th>NC</th>
<th>NP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User A</td>
<td>Clicking a link of the mail magazine published by a news site on the mail software and browsing each news article.</td>
<td>Pages consisting of text and some figures. Figures are banner ads and photos for the article. (198)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User B</td>
<td>Browsing a Web site for cars from its top page. Clicking a link of the mail magazine published by a news site on the mail software and browsing each news article.</td>
<td>A top page with many links and pages consisting of text and some figures. Figures are banner ads. (351)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User C</td>
<td>Browsing personal sites from their top pages for essays and restaurant information.</td>
<td>Top pages with many links and pages consisting of text and some figures for the articles. (241)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User D</td>
<td>Selecting Web sites for a popular singer in a commercial index service site and browsing concert information and bulletin boards in each site. Clicking a link of the mail magazine published by a news site on the mail software and browsing each news article.</td>
<td>A page with many links in an index service site, each site’s top page with some links and figures, pages offering data as lists or tables, and pages of bulletin board. Few figures except for each site’s top page. (157)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User E</td>
<td>Browsing some personal or cities’ Web sites offering travel information.</td>
<td>Top pages with some links and pages consisting of text and some figures. Some of the figures are large maps. (124)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NC: Average number of keywords checked by the user as interesting ones in a page.  
NP: Number of pages the user browsed.
of the page. When we subtract noise recall from 1, we get the ratio of the reduced noise keywords in relation to the noise keywords in the page (noise reduction rate).

Considering the usage in information retrieval and information filtering, keyword precision can evaluate the effectiveness of the extracted keywords. Using keyword recall and noise recall besides keyword precision, we can evaluate the effectiveness of the keyword extraction method. The equations to calculate these parameters are as follows:

1. Keyword precision = \(| B | / | A |\)
2. Keyword recall = \(| D | / | C |\)
3. Noise recall = \(| F | / | E |\)

\(A, B, C, D, E\) and \(F\) in the above equations have the following meanings:

- \(A\): The set of extracted keywords.
- \(B\): The set of keywords which are included in the set \(A\) and checked by the user as interesting ones.
- \(C\): The set of keywords checked by the user as interesting ones in the whole text of the page.
- \(D\): The set of keywords which are included in the set \(C\) and extracted by TextExtractor.
- \(E\): The set of noise keywords in the whole text of the page.
- \(F\): The set of noise keywords which are included in the set \(E\) and are not extracted by TextExtractor.

2.5.3 Validity for type of operation

Figure 2.4 shows the keyword precision in every type of operation and the keyword precision in the whole text of the page. The keyword precision is higher in the extracted text than in the whole text for every user and for every type of operation.
Figure 2.5 shows the number of times the user performed each type operation in a page. We can see there is individual difference in the frequency to perform the operation in text tracing and link pointing operation. The frequency to perform link click of User A is lower than other users. This is because User A read each new article by clicking the links of a mail magazine published by a news site on his mail software and hardly clicked links on the Web page.

Although there was individual difference depending on the type of operation, we saw the extracted text part in every type of operation includes the keywords that the user was interested in at higher ratio than in the whole text of the page.
Figure 2.4: Keyword precision for each type of operation.

Figure 2.5: Number of performed operations per a page.
2.5.4 Comparison with other methods

Random extraction and tf-idf can extract keywords at any ratio from the whole text of the page. However TextExtractor cannot extract keywords at any ratio. Therefore we will calculate keyword narrowing rate which represents how much TextExtractor narrows the text part from the whole text of the page. We will extract keywords at keyword narrowing rate of TextExtractor in random extraction and tf-idf. This means we will compare these methods when they extract keywords at the same ratio. The equation to calculate keyword narrowing rate is as follows:

\[
\text{Keyword narrowing rate} = \frac{\| H \|}{\| G \|}
\]

\( H \) and \( G \) in the above equation have the following meanings:

- \( G \): The set of keywords in the whole text of the page.
- \( H \): The set of keywords which are included in the set \( G \) and extracted by TextExtractor.

In random extraction, we calculated the expectation of keyword precision, keyword recall and noise recall when we extract keywords from the whole text of the page. The expectation of keyword precision is keyword precision in the whole text of the page browsed by the user. The expectation of keyword recall and noise recall is the keyword narrowing rate of TextExtractor. tf-idf needs the document set defined in advance. In this experiment, we created vector spaces using keywords in all pages browsed by each user. We selected keywords based on the weights of tf-idf at the keyword narrowing rate.

Table 2.3 shows the keyword narrowing rate. Figure 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 shows the keyword precision, the keyword recall and the noise recall. Compared to random extraction, the keyword precision and the keyword recall of TextExtractor is approximately four times on the average of all users. The difference of the noise recall between TextExtractor and random extraction is small although the noise recall of TextExtractor is slightly better than random extraction. This is because more than 98% of keywords in the whole text of the page is noise keywords (We can see this from that the average keyword precision
of all users in the whole text of the page is less than 2%). Therefore TextExtractor extracts more keywords the user was interested in than random extraction and reduces noise keywords at almost the same ratio of random extraction.

Compared to tf-idf, the keyword precision and the keyword recall of TextExtractor is about 1.4 times on the average of all users. For the users except for User A, the keyword precision and the keyword recall of TextExtractor is better than those of tf-idf. There is difference in browsing behaviors between User A and User B-E. User A browsed only the pages that display one news article about IT (Information Technology). User B-E browsed various kinds of pages such as top pages of Web sites, pages with link collections, pages of bulletin boards, pages with a personal diary and pages displaying some data in a table. tf-idf is a powerful method for documents consisting of many sentences such as news articles because it weighs keywords based on their frequency in the document. The pages browsed by User A are all news articles and include many sentences. Therefore the keyword precision and keyword recall of tf-idf has become high in those pages. The pages browsed by User B-E did not always include many sentences. Therefore the keyword precision and keyword recall of tf-idf has become low in those pages. Meanwhile TextExtractor extracts keywords based on the user’s mouse operation and does not consider the keywords’ frequency in the documents. Therefore it extracts the keywords that the user was interested in from the browsed pages, even if those pages do not include many sentences. This shows that TextExtractor can extract the keywords that the user was interested in at high accuracy even in various kinds of pages where tf-idf cannot achieve its best performance.
Table 2.3: Keyword narrowing rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Keyword narrowing rate(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User A</td>
<td>9.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User B</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User C</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User D</td>
<td>7.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User E</td>
<td>14.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>8.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.6: Keyword precision.
Figure 2.7: Keyword recall.

Figure 2.8: Noise recall.
2.5.5 Conclusion of the experiment

We confirmed that the target text part of text tracing, link pointing, link clicking and text selection operation includes keywords the user was interested in at higher accuracy than the whole text of the page. When we used these all four kinds of operations for keyword extraction in TextExtractor, it could extract keywords that the user was interested in at high accuracy even for pages with miscellaneous styles where tf-idf cannot achieve its best performance. Therefore we can expect a better Web page search by using keywords extracted by TextExtractor for relevance feedback.

In the experiment, five users browsed their favorite Web pages as they usually do. The result shows that TextExtractor extracts keywords that the user was interested in at high accuracy just by using the user's usual mouse operations. From this, we confirmed that the system can acquire the information about the user's interest without insisting users to answer the questionnaire about their interest or to grade the pages they have browsed. Therefore we can expect that TextExtractor allows users to use the functions supporting a Web page search such as relevance feedback more easily without inputting keywords or rating pages consciously.

2.6 Discussion and Future Work

2.6.1 Discussion

This subsection discusses the type of operation and the expiry of the user profile.

Type of Operation

The experiment in Section 2.5 calculated the keyword precision, the keyword recall and the noise recall for each user using all kinds of operations. This section will compare the four kinds of operations. Table 2.4 shows the keyword precision, the keyword recall and the noise recall in every type of operation considering all users. The keyword precision of operations performed unconsciously such as text tracing and link pointing is lower than that of operations performed consciously such as text selection and link
Table 2.4: Difference among the types of operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of operation</th>
<th>Keyword precision(%)</th>
<th>Keyword recall(%)</th>
<th>noise recall(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text tracing</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>20.91</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link pointing</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link clicking</td>
<td>22.76</td>
<td>15.01</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text selection</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

clicking. There is difference in the keyword recall according to the type of operation. We can see that the keyword recall is not going to be high by using only operations with high keyword precision such as text selection and link clicking.

When the system searches Web pages using a search query with a few keywords, operations with high keyword precision such as text selection and link clicking will be effective. When the system searches Web pages using vector space models with many keywords, operations with high keyword recall such as text tracing and link pointing will also be effective. In this case, the system can also change the weights of the keywords according to the type of operation used for the keyword extraction. It will be important to select the type of operation for the keyword extraction and to weights keywords based on the type of operation according to the target application.

Expiry of user profile

Some researchers work on the expiry of the user profile. Miyahara hypothesizes that the strength of the user's interest follows the Gamma distribution and tries to prove its correctness[22]. NewsT uses the genetic algorithm and leaves the genes with the current and strong interest[23]. SIFTER considers the history of relevance feedback (interesting or not on a category) as a Bernoulli trial and judges the change of occurrence probability by Bayesian analysis[24]. Crabtree categorizes browsed documents into fixed categories for a period of time and sees the differences between some periods[25]. IndexNavigator tries to infer the change of the user's interest by the hypothetical inference[26].

TextExtractor has a feature to infer the user's interest by a part of the page not by
a page. When the system stores the extracted text for a long period, there will be little
difference between TextExtractor and a method to infer the user's interest by a page.
Therefore we should use the extracted text parts for supporting the user's ongoing
information acquisition. In this meaning, the expiry of the user profile extracted by
TextExtractor is during its session.

2.6.2 Future work

The evaluation in Section 2.5 considers whether or not the user was interested in
keywords. However the important characteristics of TextExtractor is that it extracts
the text part that the user was interested in by a sentence or a line. When the system
not only acquires keywords from the text but also analyzes the context of the text and
the text in front and rear of it, the system may know how the user was interested in
the topic. For example, when we consider the keyword 'Java', the context is different
between "The market of Java applications has become big." and "The technology of
Java applications has become improved." although they use the same keyword. The
user who was interested in the former sentence, he/she may be interested in market-
ing. The user who was interested in the latter sentence, he/she may be interested in
technology. It is important as a future work to analyze the context of the extracted
text using methods natural language processing and apply it in the user analysis for
information retrieval and for marketing.

As a text part extraction method using a user's behavior, there is a method using the
user's eye mark. Although this method has a problem that it needs a special equipment
to detect the user's eye mark, we think it is valuable to investigate its performance of
text extraction. This is because it may acquire the user's interest which was not shown
in the user's mouse operation. It is important as a future work to compare the method
using the user's eye mark with random extraction, tf-idf and TextExtractor.

The representation type of information with which TextExtractor deals is text.
However multimedia data has also become important. When we try to apply Tex-
tExtractor for multimedia data, the application (browser) must include some mouse
operations on the content while the user is watching or browsing it. However the problem is that such an application rarely exists now. Moreover even if it exists, there is another problem about the unit of extraction, i.e., it is difficult to define the meaningful part of the content.

2.7 Conclusions

This chapter describes a method to extract a text part which the user might be interested in using the user’s mouse operation performed during his/her usual Web browsing. In our research, we conducted a preliminary survey and discovered four kinds of operations related to the users’ interests: text tracing, link pointing, link clicking and text selection. We developed a system called "TextExtractor" which extracts the target text part of these four kinds of operations by sentence or line. We conducted an experiment to see if the extracted text by TextExtractor is actually the part the user was interested in.

Five users participated in the experiment and browsed their favorite pages as usual. The result shows that the target text parts of every four kinds of operations include keywords the user was interested in at higher ratio than whole text of the page. Comparing TextExtractor with the method to extract keywords at random, we confirmed that TextExtractor extract keywords that the user was interested in at about 4 times of accuracy. These results shows that TextExtractor extract the text part that the user was interested in without insisting users to answer questionnaires.

We also compared TextExtractor with tf-idf which is the most popular keyword selection method. The result shows that TextExtractor extracted the keyword that the user was interested in at about 1.4 times of accuracy. The result also showed that TextExtractor extract keywords at high accuracy even for pages with miscellaneous styles such as bulletin boards and link collections where tf-idf does not achieve its best performance. Therefore we can expect a more sophisticated information retrieval using the extracted text by TextExtractor for relevance feedback.

Our future research will use the keywords extracted by TextExtractor and see its
effectiveness. We will also analyze the context of the extracted text and apply it to the user analysis in information retrieval and marketing.
Preferences


Appendix

Operation event

1. Focus: A focus event occurs when the user clicks an object and the object becomes ready to receive input data from the keyboard.
2. Blur: A blur event occurs when the user clicks an object and the current object loses the focus.
3. Mousemove: A mousemove event occurs when the user moves the mouse pointer.
4. Mousedown: A mousedown event occurs when the user presses the mouse button.
5. Mouseup: A mouseup event occurs when the user releases the mouse button.
6. Resize: A resize event occurs when the user resizes the window.
7. Scroll: A scroll event occurs when the user scrolls a window.
8. Click: A click event occurs when the user clicks on an object.
9. Mouseover: A mouseover event occurs when the user moves the mouse pointer over an object.
10. Mouseout: A mouseout event occurs when the user moves the mouse pointer off of an object.
11. Select: A select event occurs when the user selects text by dragging the mouse pointer.

Format of operation event

operation time, operation event type, frame ID where the event occurred, object type involved in the event, and other data such as the coordinates

Examples of operation event

936332393593,blur,frames(0),7,BODY
936332407468,focus,frames(0),7,BODY
936332410218,mouseover,frames(0),7,BODY,215,0
936332410265,mousemove,frames(0),7,BODY,215,0

Operation extraction method

1. Text tracing

   First, the system detects continuous movement of the mouse pointer in a horizontal direction. For this detection, every time amousemove event occurs, the system calculates the angle of the mouse movement relative to the horizontal and the time between the current mousemove event and the previous mousemove event.
(For calculating the angle, the system uses the currentmousemove event, and a mousemove event that occurred \( n \)-times before.) If the angle is below a threshold \( A_r \) and the time is below a threshold \( T_r \), the system regards the movement as a continuous movement in a horizontal direction.

Second, when the system detects such a movement of the mouse pointer, the system calculates the distance and velocity of the movement. If the distance is longer than a threshold \( L \) and the velocity is slower than a threshold \( V \), the system regards this operation as a text tracing operation.

2. Link pointing
   The system regards the operation as a link pointing operation when a mouseover event occurs on a link object, but there is no click event afterwards, and a mouseout event occurs after a time \( T_p \).

3. Link clicking
   The system regards a click event on a link object as a link clicking operation.

4. Text selection
   The system regards the operation as a text selection when a mouseup event at the end of a select event occurs.

Table 2.5: Parameters for detecting operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( A_r(\left</td>
<td>\tan(\theta)\right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time ( T_r )</td>
<td>750(msec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length ( L )</td>
<td>40(pixels)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity ( V )</td>
<td>0.45(pixels/msec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History ( n )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time ( T_p )</td>
<td>750(msec)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 3

Supporting Information Providers for Rule-based Adaptive Hypermedia

3.1 Introduction

The WWW (World-Wide Web) has become popular as a tool for information retrieval. Furthermore its applications are diversifying into such areas as electronic commerce, marketing and education [1]. In these kinds of application, the information providers or the Web masters often want to direct their users through hyperspace as desired according to each user's preferences and status [2]. For example, to offer teaching materials according to the learner's knowledge or study history, to regulate obscene contents to prevent children from viewing them, and to guide marketing campaign so that banner ads and item recommendations are in accord with each customer's preferences.

Some researchers have been studying these kinds of user navigation aids in the research field of adaptive hypermedia [3]. Adaptive hypermedia is hypermedia [4, 5] with functions to dynamically adapt to each user. A hypermedia document is the basic component of the WWW and allows users to freely move and retrieve information in hyperspace, which consists of nodes containing information and links relating the nodes. Adaptive hypermedia systems realize their user-adaptations based on various kinds of user information such as the user's prior knowledge, objectives and interests. Many adaptive hypermedia systems implement user-navigation guidance created by the information providers, using methods that allow the information providers to describe
the navigation rules according to user categories and user behaviors defined in advance [6]–[22]. However this method leads to the following problems:

1. Information providers have great difficulty describing the navigation rules as they move towards fine-grained navigation control.

2. It becomes difficult to predict the resulting states for various kinds of users, because the navigation dynamically varies according to each user.

These problems become more critical as the need to direct users accurately increases.

This research aims to construct an adaptive hypermedia system that reduces the burden on information providers and prevents errors in the described navigation rules. We propose a system solving the above problems by the following mechanisms:

1. A simplified format for navigation rules.

2. An authoring tool that examines the navigation rules.

Most existing rule-based adaptive hypermedia systems [6]–[17],[19],[22] do not focus on providing mechanisms and functions that can reduce the burden on information providers for creating and verifying navigation rules. (Rety[18] uses Prologue and Stotts[20] uses Lisp as a rule language. In their systems, information providers can use general tools for these programming languages to create and verify rules. However the format of these programming languages is complex for information providers, and these tools just verify the grammatical errors in the rules but do not verify the correctness of the navigation.)

Some researchers have been studying on authoring tools for adaptive hypermedia systems [21, 23, 24, 25, 26]. However these systems do not offer the function examining the navigation rules. (Wadge's system[21] only proposes the markup language for authoring. InterBook[23] allows information providers to use popular word processing applications (MS-Word) and converts the created file to the format for InterBook. However it is not a rule-based adaptive hypermedia system and it does not allow information providers to direct users. Petrelli's system[24] focuses on the design of hypermedia network, and ECSAIWeb[25] and NetCoach[26] focuses on defining and modifying the knowledge concept used for adaptation. However these systems do not support information providers to describe navigation rules.)

In the proposed system, (1) destination options are determined by hiding links so that information providers can direct users accurately, (2) long-term and short-term user information can be used in the navigation rule, because it is generally important to consider users from both perspectives [27], and (3) the format of user information is also simple, because the format of navigation rule is simple.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, we introduce existing navigation methods and user models, and explain the reason why we adopted link hiding and the type of user information used in our system. After that we describe the navigation method and rule format of our system and explain the authoring tool. Next we describe the implementation of the system and its evaluation. Finally we offer some conclusions.

3.2 Adaptation Method and User Model

Existing adaptive hypermedia systems construct a user model and use it for adapting to each user [3]. The user models describe information about the users such as the users' knowledge, objectives, and interests. This section describes the adaptation method and the user model.

3.2.1 Adaptation method

Adaptation methods can be classified into content-level adaptation and link-level adaptation[3]. Content-level adaptation adapts the displayed content of the node. Link-level adaptation adapts the links of the node. We adopted link-level adaptation, because the focus of this research is on how information providers can direct users through hyperspace.

Link-level adaptation can be classified into the four types (direct guidance, adaptive ordering, hiding and adaptive annotation) according to how the links are modified [3]. (Brusilovsky also mentioned map adaptation in addition to the above mentioned methods. Maps usually graphically represent a hyperspace or local area of hyperspace as a network of nodes connected by arrows [3]. However this representation is different from ordinary documents of hypermedia.) Direct guidance attaches an explanation to the link the user should follow or inserts a [Next Link] button for directing the user. Adaptive ordering sorts links in the order of the degree of suitability to the user. Hiding narrows the accessible hyperspace by hiding links. Adaptive annotation attaches additional decorations such as icons and colors to the links.

Out of these four kinds of link-level adaptation, direct guidance, adaptive ordering and adaptive annotation may display links that the information provider does not recommend. Although this leads to the problem the user may not always follow the information provider’s intentioned navigation paths, it also gives the user the freedom to select links the information provider does not recommend. These approaches are especially suitable for applications like (1) information retrieval systems and (2) learning
systems that focus on the learners' active information retrieval.

The link hiding method does not display any extraneous links. Although this forces the user to follow the information provider's navigation paths, it has the corresponding advantage that the information provider can always direct the users as desired. This constrained approach is suitable for applications such as (1) learning systems for business training where the learner follows the information provider's directions to acquire the knowledge quickly, (2) help systems for application software, and (3) information systems that screen obscene content from children. We adopted link hiding because our system focuses on the situation where the information provider wants to direct users precisely.

3.2.2 User model

As user models for adaptive hypermedia, there are overlay models and stereotype models [3]. Models using keywords are also used in some adaptive hypermedia systems [28, 29, 30]. An overlay model is based on a structural domain model which is represented as a semantic network of domain concepts. A stereotype model assigns the user to one of several possible stereotypes for each dimension of classification. A model using keywords is represented as a vector or a matrix whose elements are the degree of interest in a keyword or topic. Although it is simple as a model, a browsing history expressed with the permutation of URL is also used for some Web applications. This is useful for describing the user's recent browsing action.

Since it is generally important to consider long-term and short-term user information for designing user models [27], we also use both kinds of user information. Since our system simplifies the format of navigation rule, we also make our user model simple. We use pairs consisting of a property and a value (we call "user parameter") for modeling the user's long-term information. This approach is actually similar to all three kinds of user model described above. We also use a browsing history represented as the sequence of the node classifications (we call "path history") for modeling the user's short-term information.

3.3 Navigation Method

3.3.1 Hypermedia model

Figure 3.1 shows the hypermedia model used in our system. The circles in the figure show hypermedia nodes. The content displayed for the users are contained in
these nodes. The user can move between nodes by following a link represented as a straight line with an arrowhead. We also define a return link represented as a dotted line with an arrowhead. Although the user cannot follow this link, this is required for implementing the authoring tool (explained in the next section). The identity of the node is represented by a number and node classes (explained later) are represented by alphabetic characters. Some of the nodes have navigation rules (explained later) as created by the information provider.

3.3.2 Class

Every node has a "class" represented by symbols such as alphabetic characters. The reason why we introduced the notion of class is to allow information providers to describe the navigation rules by generalizing and specializing the characteristics and meanings of the navigation rules. Class is used for representing the user model and the navigation rules. The information provider defines a class in terms of the following distinctions:

1. Whether or not the system displays the contents for a specific kind of user.
2. Whether or not the node offers users an explanation, asks a question, or does something else for an educational purpose.
3. Which of several categories of contents the node belongs to (in cases where the information provider deals with information in more than one category).
3.3.3 Representation of user model

The user parameter is represented as a value from some range. The information provider assigns a meaning to the user parameter according to his/her navigation control. The user, the information provider, or some other person sets the value of a parameter. For example, they can be set by asking users to answer a questionnaire or by using the results of regular paper tests in academic environments.

The path history is represented concisely as the sequence of classes of the nodes the user has visited, and indicates the order of information the user has browsed. If the user browsed nodes in an order such that their classes were $C \rightarrow A \rightarrow B \rightarrow B \rightarrow A$, the path history is represented as $CABBA$.

3.3.4 Navigation rule

This system decides which links to hide based on a navigation rule that may be associated with the current node. There are four kinds of navigation rules: (1) node path rules, (2) general path rules, (3) node user rules, (4) general user rules.

A navigation rule that uses a path history is called a path rule and a navigation rule that uses a user parameter is called a user rule. The navigation rule can also be classified into two types, node rules and general rules. A node rule is defined and applied only for a specific node. A general rule is for describing frequently followed navigation paths in hyperspace and frequently used segmentation of the range of the user parameter. The information provider can apply it for any node.

In a navigation rule, the information provider should describe the links that should be displayed by the node ID or by the class of the node that is the target of the link. The system hides all links that are not referenced in a navigation rule as links to be displayed. The format of these four kinds of navigation rule is as follows:

1. Node path rule

$$C_{11} \cdots C_{1h} + \cdots + C_{m1} \cdots C_{mh} = D_1, \ldots, D_n \quad (3.1)$$

2. General path rule

$$C_{11} \cdots C_{1h} + \cdots + C_{m1} \cdots C_{mh} = C'_1, \ldots, C'_n \quad (3.2)$$

3. Node user rule

$$e_1\#P_1\#e_2 : D_1, D_2, \ldots, D_n \quad (3.3)$$
4. General user rule

\[ e_1 \# P_i \# e_2 : C^f_1, C^f_2, \ldots, C^f_n \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

The above variables represent the following:

- \( C \): Class
- \( D \): Id of the node to be shown
- \( C^f \): Class of the node to be shown
- \( h \): Number of histories that will be referred to
- \( m \): Number of path patterns
- \( n \): Number of IDs or classes of nodes to be shown
- \( P_i \): The \( i \)th user parameter (property)
- \( e \): Boundary number of the user parameter

The symbol '\#' represents one of the following three operators: '(', '<', or '\='.

\( C_{m1} \cdots C_{mh} \) in the path rules (1) and (2) shows the path history pattern, which represents the order of the user's search in hyperspace as a permutation. The path rule means that the system displays links whose node ID or class is described on the right part of the rule if the user's path history matches one of the path history patterns which are described on the left side. In user rules (3) and (4), \( e_1 \# P_i \# e_2 \) specifies the user parameter \( P_i \) and the applicable range of the parameter values. The user rule means that the system displays links whose node ID or class is described on the right side if the user parameter specified on the left side is within the specified range.

If a node has several navigation rules, the system displays all links that any navigation rule accepts. This means that if at least one rule out of several rules approves the display of a specific link, the system displays the link regardless of the other navigation rules.

### 3.3.5 Example of navigation

Figure 3.2 shows an example of navigation using path rules and user rules. For an educational application, the classes are defined as follows:

- A: Nodes with a question.
- B: Nodes which display an appropriate response when the user answers correctly.
- C: Nodes which display an appropriate response when the user answers incorrectly.
- D: Nodes which display an explanation for students with good school records.
- E: Nodes which display an explanation for students with poor school records.
We assume that the user parameter stands for the knowledge level on a specific subject and is set based on the result of a standard paper examination at the school.

A node path rule is defined for Node No. 5. This rule is only applicable at this node. "ACA = 7" in this rule means that when the user comes to Node No. 5 and the user's path history is ACA, the system shows the link to Node No. 7 and hides the link to Node No. 8. Because Class B means that the user answered correctly and Class C means that the user answered incorrectly, the history in this order means that the user answered the question in Node No. 0 incorrectly and answered the question in Node No. 4 correctly. "ABA = 8" means that if the user answered correctly for the question in Node No. 0 and also answered the question in Node No. 4 correctly, then the system shows only the link to Node No. 8. That is to say the system changes the teaching materials according to the results of the previous questions.

A general user rule is also defined. This rule can be applied at any node in the hyperspace and in this case Node No. 6 uses it. In this general user rule, if the User Parameter 1 is 0, or more than 0 and not exceeding 80, the system shows any links to nodes whose class is D and ignores other links. If the user parameter is more than 79 and not exceeding 100, the system shows the link to nodes whose class is E and ignores other links. Because User Parameter 1 refers to the user's knowledge level of a
specific subject, this means the system can offer suitable teaching materials based on
the student's ability.

3.4 Authoring Tool

3.4.1 Objective

Generally an authoring tool is important for an adaptive hypermedia system so that
the information provider can direct users in hyperspace [8, 9, 14, 18, 21, 23]. Therefore
our system provides an authoring tool that helps the information provider in describ-
ing the navigation rules. This tool examines the execution results of the navigation
rule before they are incorporated into nodes. This aims for correct navigation with
fewer errors and for simplification of the information provider's efforts to describe the
navigation rules. We focused on detecting the following two kinds of problems because
they can happen in any kind of content and are very likely to be related to navigation
errors:

1. Dead end: There is a possibility that all links are hidden and the user cannot go
anywhere after reaching a node with a navigation rule. This dead end problem
could be caused by a bad navigation rule. Were a dead end to appear, it would
force the user to stop searching in hyperspace. This may create obstacles to the
user's progress.

2. Loop: In some navigation, the user may reach a node where the user has already
been. We call this search looping. As seen in the WWW, we can use a loop
effectively, for example as a link for returning to a top page, and it has an important
role. However our concerns are that there may be unintended loops or the user
may not be able to follow a loop that the information provider intended the users
to follow. This is because the system hides links dynamically, which could cause
"getting lost" problems [4, 5] for user navigation.

3.4.2 Dead end detection

A dead end can be caused by a path rule or a user rule or by a set of rules. This
section describes an algorithm that checks if a dead end will happen in a node (or if
there is a possibility a dead end can happen in the node) because of the path rules or
user rules. In our system, if a node has several kinds of navigation rules, the system
displays all links that any rule tries to display. It is possible that even if the tool detects
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a dead end caused by one kind of navigation rule (e.g. a path rule) in a node, the other kind of rule (e.g. a user rule) may try to display links in the node. Therefore when the tool detects an apparent dead end at a node, it checks whether another kind of rule is defined. If no other rule is defined for the node, it has detected a dead end. If another kind of rule is defined on the node, it has detected the possibility of a dead end.

3.4.3 Detection of dead ends caused by path rules

A dead end caused by path rules happens when (1) the path history pattern the user has followed is not included in the path rules or (2) none of the links of the current node are described in the path rules as displayable, based on the path history pattern the user has followed to reach the current node. Here is an algorithm to check whether a dead end caused by path rules will happen or whether there is a possibility that it will happen in a specific node. This algorithm not only detects dead ends (dead ends possibility) but outputs the path history pattern that causes a dead end.

Detection algorithm for dead ends caused by path rules:

1. Node specification: The information provider specifies the node he/she wants to check.

2. Examination of displayable links: The system checks whether or not the links to be displayed according to the path history pattern described in the path rule defined at the specified node really exist in hyperspace. This is checked by comparing the nodes described as displayable in the path rules with the nodes that are the targets of the links of the current node.

3. Registration of live path: The system recognizes the path history pattern, which has links which should be displayed and really exist, as a live path (If the user follows the live path to the specified node, there are links to proceed). It registers the live path in a list according to the length of the path history pattern. We call this list the live path list.

4. Depth-first search: The system executes a depth-first search from the current node (It is the specified node at first) using the return links mentioned in the last section and considering the current node to be the root of the inverted tree.

5. Path examination: The system refers to the live path list based on the length of the current depth-first search and checks whether or not the current path of the search is a live path for that node. If it is a live path, the system does not search deeper on this path, but returns to Step 4 for continuing the depth-first search from the upper node. If it is not a live path, the system continues to Step 6.
6. Detection of dead end possibility: If the length of the current depth-first search is the maximum length of the paths registered in the live path list, the system has determined that there is a possibility that a dead end happens when the user follows this path and the search continues to Step 7. If it is not the maximum length, the system returns to Step 4.

7. Decision on dead end: The system checks if a rule is defined at any of the nodes on the path. If no navigation rule is defined for any of these nodes, the system has determined that a dead end happens when the user has followed this path. If navigation rules are defined for at least one node, the system has determined that there is a possibility that a dead end happens when the user has followed this path. After that the system returns to Step 4.

Figure 3.3 shows an execution example of this algorithm. This example tries to detect a dead end at the shaded node in the figure. In this case, only the shaded node has navigation rules and the other nodes do not have any navigation rules. Out of 6 path history patterns in the navigation rule, only \( AB, AA, ABA, CCA \) have links which can be displayed and really exist. The system registers these path history patterns as live paths. After that, the system executes the depth-first search and dead end detection. In this example, the path \( CCB \) is not a live path. The system determines a dead end happens if the user follows this path, because the length of this path is the maximum length of the live paths in the live path list and there are no nodes that have a navigation rule in the path. \( CCA \) is an example of a path that does not cause a dead end, because it is a live path.

### 3.4.4 Detection of dead ends caused by user rules

A dead end caused by user rules happens when (1) the values of the user's user parameters are not within the range described in the user rules or (2) all displayable nodes described in the user rules do not exist as target nodes of links of the node where the user is. Here is an algorithm to check whether a dead end caused by user rules will happen in a specific node. This algorithm not only detects dead ends but also outputs the rule that causes a dead end.

**Detection algorithm for dead ends caused by user rules:**

1. Node specification: The information provider specifies the node he/she wants to check.

2. Examination of displayable link: The system checks whether or not the displayable link for a specific range of the user parameter as described in the user rule of the
specified node really exists. This is checked by comparing the displayable nodes in the user rules with the nodes that are the targets of the links of the current node. If such links exist, it recognizes the range as a live range (a range that has displayable links).

3. Examination of the range of the parameter: The system checks whether or not all ranges of the user parameter are live ranges. If there is a range that is not a live range, it has determined that a dead end will occur within that range.

### 3.4.5 Loop detection

Even if a path defines a loop without considering the effects of link hiding, it may not be a loop after link hiding is taken into account. It is necessary to set a specific user parameter and follow the path according to the navigation rule to check if the loop becomes a loop after link hiding. Here is an algorithm to detect loops by doing depth-first search from a specific node. This algorithm not only detects loops but also outputs the path of the loop.
Loop detection algorithm:

1. Node and maximum length specification: The information provider specifies the node he/she wants to start the depth-first search from and the maximum length of depth-first search.

2. Navigation rule execution: The system executes the navigation rules of the current node and hides links. After that it registers the displayed links in a displayed link list, which is necessary to execute depth-first search only using the displayed links.

3. Depth-first search execution: Perform one step in a depth-first search using a link registered in the displayed link list.

4. Loop examination: The system searches for the node ID of the node it has reached now in the path history of the depth-first search. If the same node ID exists in the path history, the system has determined the path from the previous node which has the same node ID to the current node is a loop.

5. Length check: If the search length of depth-first search is the length specified in Step 1, the system goes back to the previous node and returns to Step 3. Otherwise it returns to Step 2.

In Step 2 of the above algorithm, if a path rule is defined on the node where the system has reached and the search length of depth-first search is shorter than the length of the path history pattern described in the rule, the system cannot execute a path rule. In this case, the system does not execute the path rule and displays all links for detecting all possibilities for loops.

3.5 Implementation and Evaluation

3.5.1 Implementation of the system

We implemented the system using the C++ language. In the system, the information provider can use 16 kinds of classes. The maximum length of the path history is 16. There are no limits on the other parameters, the number of node, the number of links, the number of rules, and so on.

Figure 3.4-(a) shows an example of the system when the user searches the hyperspace. The user Browse text information and searches by inputting the number of the link. Figures 3.4-(b,c) shows examples of the authoring tool. Figure 3.4-(b) is an example of dead end detection. It shows the sequences of the node IDs and the classes of the path history patterns leading to the information provider’s specified node.
and causing dead end. Figure 3.4-(c) is an example of loop detection. It shows the sequences of the node IDs of the detected loop.

3.5.2 Objective of evaluation

We evaluated the system from the following viewpoints:

1. Qualitative evaluation of the entire system: This evaluation looks at how the features of the system, which are the simple rule format, the authoring tool, and adaptation by link hiding, appeared to the information providers. We asked some information providers to use this system and give us their subjective opinion on
the effectiveness of the entire system.

2. Quantitative evaluation of the authoring tool: This evaluation examines whether the authoring tool succeeds in reducing the information providers' efforts to describe the navigation rules and insuring correct navigation. We quantitatively evaluated whether the authoring tool reduced the time that the information provider required for describing the navigation rules (the description time) and reduced the number of errors in the described navigation rules.

3.5.3 Evaluation method

Qualitative evaluation of the entire system

Five information providers created content and described navigation rules for the content. After that they gave us their subjective opinions on the system's effectiveness and problems. They created the following content:

- Information Provider A: Educational content for science.
- Information Provider B: Educational content for English.
- Information Provider C: Content included obscene parts that children were not to see.
- Information Provider D: Content for marketing.
- Information Provider E: Content for software on-line manual.

Quantitative evaluation of the authoring tool

Ten information providers participated in the experiment as subjects. These subjects were divided into two groups. The subjects of one group (Group A) described navigation rules without the authoring tool. The subjects of the other group (Group B) described navigation rules with the authoring tool. We evaluated the authoring tool based on the description time and the error ratio in the described navigation rules. The procedure of the experiment was as follows:

1. Experiment preparation: The experimenter prepared the experiment in the following way:
   (a) Prepare content as hypermedia data.
   (b) Assign meanings to the user parameters.
   (c) Assign meanings to the classes.
   (d) Define the class of every node.
(e) Create the task for the experiment (the navigation rules the subjects should create).

2. Explanation for the subjects: The experimenter explained how to describe the navigation rule to both groups, and how to use the authoring tool to Group B. The experimenter asked the subjects to work on a practice task for getting used to the system. After that the experimenter explained the task for the experiment. The experimenter sat by the subject and answered the subject’s questions, but did not provide direct hints or solutions for the experimental task.

3. Experiment: Each test subject worked on the task and described all navigation rules. The experimenter observed the subjects working on the task during the experiment and measured the times taken for the descriptions.

4. Analysis: The experimenter measured the results of the experiment in the following way:

   (a) Execute the navigation rule described by the subject and check (1) whether or not there is an error, (2) whether or not there is a dead end, and (3) whether or not there is an error in the loop when the navigation includes a loop.

   (b) Calculate the following three evaluation parameters: (1) error ratio, which is the ratio of the tasks with an error in relation to all tasks, (2) dead end ratio, which is the ratio of the tasks with a dead end in relation to all tasks, and (3) loop error ratio, which is the ratio of the tasks with a loop and an error in relation to all tasks with loop.

   (c) Determine the relative effectiveness of the authoring tool as it affects the above three evaluation parameters.

The content we created for the experiment are intended for students who study computer science. The size of the content, the usage of the user parameters and classes, and the contents of the navigation task are shown in the appendix.

3.5.4 Evaluation result

Qualitative evaluation of the entire system

The information providers offered the following subjective opinions about the system:

1. I did not need programming knowledge and could describe the navigation rules easily because the rule format is simple.

2. Users will not hesitate to select links because I hid all the unnecessary links.
3. When I created the navigation with a loop, I had to check if the user can follow all of the paths in the loop. However the authoring tool showed all the paths of the loop and I did not have to follow all of the paths by myself.

4. The navigation rule with a dead end that was discovered by the authoring tool also had other errors.

Opinion 1 shows that even information providers who do not have the programming knowledge accepted the navigation rule description, because the rule itself is simple. Opinion 2 shows that link hiding reduced the users' hesitations in hyperspace and gave the information provider confidence that he could correctly direct the users. Opinion 3 shows that the information providers could recognize whether the loop paths they created were or were not accessible at a glance, because the authoring tool displays the sequences of the node IDs of all of the loop paths. From Opinion 4, we think that the navigation rule itself is more complex or the information provider created rules more carelessly in the node that has a dead end than in the other nodes.

The subjects also pointed out the following problems:

1. I have to describe the path history in a path rule even if I just want to create an easy navigation rule that only checks whether or not the user has passed a specific node.

2. I cannot change the user parameters while the user is searching in the hyperspace.

3. I think if the system had some general rules for frequent usage prepared in advance, I could describe the navigation rules faster.

4. I have to check not only dead ends and loops but also the detailed result of the navigation to see the sets of displayed links and sets of hidden links according to a specific path. Without this I have to do simulation by setting user parameters and following the paths.

Solving Problem 1 and Problem 2 has the advantage of strengthening the descriptive capability of the navigation rules. One of the solutions for Problem 1 is providing special user parameters for temporary flags and rules for updating the special user parameters. However this requires the information provider to manage the flags. The system should support the management of the flags. As regards Problem 2, we believe the system should not easily update the long-term user information (user parameters), because of the need to maintain the users' trust of our user model. However if the contents of the hypermedia are refined enough to manage changing the user parameters, there should be little problem when the navigation rules change them. In this case, the information provider should have the responsibility for the appropriateness of the content and the rules for updating the user parameters, because the system cannot
guarantee the appropriateness of them.

The general rules for frequent usage mentioned in Problem 3 are important because the information provider can not only use them but also refer to them. We will provide them as a navigation rule library for our system. Providing other navigation rule checking functions besides dead end detection and loop detection would be a solution for Problem 4. However we only provided dead end and loop detection in the current version of the authoring tool for our system. The reason is that the information provider can perform simulations by himself or herself, yet it is hard to manually detect dead ends and loops. We are considering functions besides dead end detection and loop detection to enhance the authoring tool.

**Quantitative evaluation of the authoring tool**

As shown in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, Subjects a-e were in Group A and Subjects f-j were in Group B. Table 3.1 shows the description time. We did an analysis of variance to determine whether there is a significant difference in the description time between the two groups. However there was not a significant difference at the 5% level of significance.

Table 3.2 shows whether or not the subject described the navigation rules without an error, and the error ratio. Table 3.3 shows whether or not the navigation rule that the subject described included dead ends, and the dead end ratio. Table 3.4 shows whether or not the navigation rules (only for Tasks 5 and 6) that the subjects described included loop errors, and the loop error ratio. In each table, a circle shows that there is no error, there is no dead end, or there is no loop error. An X shows that there are errors, dead ends, or loop errors. Although the value of the error ratio, dead end ratio, and loop error ratio assumes discrete values because the number of tasks is small, we did an analysis of variance on these three parameters to get an idea of the effectiveness of the system. The result is that there is a significant difference between the two groups at the 5% level of significance in the above three parameters.

Figure 3.5 is a graph of the relationship between the description time and the error ratio. As regards the description time and the error ratio, the correlation coefficient of the group A is -0.67 and the correlation coefficient of the group B is -0.89. Although we cannot guarantee high and negative correlation, we see an apparent relationship that as the description time becomes longer the error ratio gets smaller.

The overall results, showing significant differences in the error ratio, dead end ratio, and loop error ratio, indicate that the authoring tool reduced the numbers of navigation errors. There is not a significant difference in the description time. We think the reason
Table 3.1: Description time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>59.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>61.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>58.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>45.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>71.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Error in the navigation rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Error ratio(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

is that the Group B subjects tended to rely on the authoring tool to check the described navigation rule. However if the subject uses the authoring tool, the dead end and loop detection shows whether or not there is an error, and they repeatedly modified the navigation rules and checked them. The reason that there is not a significant difference in the overall description time is that (1) there are individual differences in the description times, (2) the authoring tool reduced the time to check the described navigation rule, and (3) the Group B subjects spent time repeatedly modifying and checking the navigation rules, thereby offsetting the time saved during each check. However we can recognize the effectiveness of the authoring tool also on the description time, because of the fact that the description time tends to get longer as the error ratio becomes smaller and the error ratio becomes smaller when the subjects use the authoring tool. This again shows that the authoring tool reduced the information providers’ efforts in describing the navigation rules.
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Table 3.3: Deadend in the navigation rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Dead End ratio(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>O O O O X O</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>O O O O X X</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>O X O O X O</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>O O O O X O</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>O O O O X O</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>O O O O O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>O O O O O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>O O O O X O</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>O O O O O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>O O O O O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Loop errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Loop error ratio(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>X O</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>X O</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>X O</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>X O</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>X O</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>O O</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5.5 Discussion

We implemented an adaptive hypermedia system for information providers to properly guide users in hyperspace. Our system uses link hiding as the primary adaptation method and prevents users from selecting links that information providers do not make available. Our evaluation shows that adding a supporting tool that checks the execution of link hiding for this function enables information providers to direct users more reliably.

Because of the problems information providers have in describing the navigation rules, we focused on the following:

1. The effort required to express the navigation according to the format of the navigation rules.
2. The effort required to check the execution of the described navigation rules.

For the reduction of these efforts, the following devices and functions are effective:

1. Simple description of the navigation rules, which does not require programming knowledge for the information providers.
2. Providing an authoring tool, which detects errors in the described navigation rules.

The above devices and functions are effective for the reduction of the information providers’ effort in describing the navigation rules and reducing the errors in the de-
scribed navigation rules for general hypermedia systems where information providers want to guide users.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter proposed an adaptive hypermedia system that reduces information providers' efforts to describe the navigation rules and leads to fewer errors in the described navigation rules while guiding users accurately. This system uses simple expressions for the navigation rules to reduce the information providers' efforts. It also adapts the hyperspace to the user by link hiding in order to achieve the desired user paths. We also offer an authoring tool for this system, which checks whether there are errors in the described navigation rules, with the aim of further reducing the information providers' efforts to describe the navigation rules and avoid errors in those rules.

The proposed system was implemented and evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively. In the qualitative evaluation, five information providers freely described content and navigation rules and gave the experimenter their subjective opinions. In the quantitative evaluation, ten information providers described navigation rules for the same navigation tasks and the experimenter measured the time required for describing the navigation rules and the error ratio, which is the ratio of the navigation tasks with errors in relation to all navigation tasks. The results of the experiments provide evidence supporting the effectiveness of the system in the reduction of information providers' efforts and in minimizing navigation errors. The proposed functions are effective for hypermedia systems in which information providers want to guide users properly.

Our future research will focus on an enhanced authoring tool and an enhanced rule function.
Preferences


Appendix

Data for Experiment

We created educational content for learning computer science. As regards the size of content, there are 103 nodes with 177 links. Table 3.5 shows the meaning of the user parameters. Table 3.6 shows the meanings of the classes. Table 3.7 shows the contents of the task, the number of nodes where navigation rules should be defined, and the types of the rules. The abbreviations "nu", "gu", and "np" in Table 3.7 stand for the node user rules, the general user rules, and the node path rules.

Table 3.5: User parameters for the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User parameter</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The degree of interest in the area of networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The degree of interest in the area of system development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The degree of interest in the area of hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The degree of interest in the area of operating systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The degree of knowledge in the area of networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The degree of knowledge in the area of system development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The degree of knowledge in the area of hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The degree of knowledge in the area of operating systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.6: Classes for the experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Offering a question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Offering a response when the user answers the question correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Offering a response when the user answers the question incorrectly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Offering an explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Topic-related class (networks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Topic-related class (system development)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Topic-related class (hardware)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Topic-related class (operating systems)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task</td>
<td>Contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hide links to the teaching materials that the user is not interested in. This is based on the degree of interest for the four areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Provide questions first, then provide explanations for the user whose degree of knowledge is high. Provide explanations first, then provide questions for the user whose degree of knowledge is low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Provide three questions, then change the contents of the explanation according to the eight patterns that the users could answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Provide more advanced contents for the users who answered correctly all of the three questions or whose degree of knowledge is high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Provide five questions, which are ordered from basic to difficult. After the user answers all questions, provide the same questions again beginning with the first question that the user answers incorrectly. If the user answers all questions correctly he/she is finished studying. However the user is only allowed to work on each question twice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The user answers questions in three areas, which are hard disk, CPU, and memory, in this order. Each area provides two questions. If the user answers even one question in an area incorrectly, he/she has to answer the same two questions again for the topic. If the user answers both of the questions correctly, he/she goes forwards to the next area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 4

Content-Independent Framework for Web-based EPSS

4.1 Introduction

Use of Internet for things like online shopping or online reservations has drastically increased in the recent years and continues to grow everyday. People carrying out these online activities need to complete some tasks on the Web sites. For example, they need to login or register on the Web sites, search the Web sites, click on right links and submit or complete their task by clicking on the appropriate buttons. Web sites of these types are considered "task-oriented Web sites".

We believe that there are two problems with existing "task-oriented Web sites":

- If the Web content is not organized well structurally, the Web site users may not easily understand how to use the Web site,

- If the users are not skilled enough to use Web, they will have significant difficulty using the task-oriented Web sites.

If users face any of the above problems they may repeatedly scroll up and down in order to find their way to what they are planning to accomplish on a Web page. Or, if they think they accessed the wrong page unrelated to their task, they may go back to the previous page trying to get to the link that may lead them to the target page. Unnecessary scrolling up and down and moving into and out of task-unrelated pages may result in a longer time for a given task completion.

One solution to the problems that task-oriented Web sites are facing is attempting to add an Electronic Performance Support System (EPSS[1]) to the Web site. Web-based
EPSS is designed using methods to modify the composition of the Web content. For example, by embedding help functions in the content and adding detailed explanations for the content on the Web page. Almost every existing Web-based EPSS is a "built-in EPSS, i.e., they have been developed for specific Web content and the service is part of the content. There are some problems with built-in EPSS:

- It is difficult to reuse a specific Web site's built-in EPSS for another Web content because the composition of any specific Web content is different from another Web content.

- Various versions of a built-in EPSS are required for a specific Web site to support users with various skill levels. Development and maintenance of various versions of a built-in EPSS is costly and time consuming.

To resolve the shortcomings of the built-in EPSS, we propose a framework of a content-independent EPSS on the Web called WebAttendant. As shown in Figure 4.1, WebAttendant is built independent of the Web content. WebAttendant automatically tracks the user's operation event on the Web page, which is acquired through DOM (Document Object Model)[2] interface, analyzes user's operation logs, and provides users with specific instructions. Instructions are in the form of helpful interventions by guidance window(s) beside the Web page and balloon help message pointing to the target object on a Web page. The tactics how to provide users with instructions are defined as rules by EPSS developers with the authoring tool.

The advantages of WebAttendant are following:

- WebAttendant's EPSS can be reused for Web sites with different contents and for different skill-level users just by changing the rules. This will reduce the cost for development and the maintenance of the whole system.

- EPSS developers can easily provide EPSS on the Web content only by creating rules using WebAttendant's authoring function.

- Since each process of WebAttendant is independent of the Web server, EPSS developers can add EPSS to the existing Web content without changing the Web content itself.

In order to verify the usefulness and efficacy of WebAttendant, we carried out several experiments. Results of the experiments show that WebAttendant is a highly effective platform for Web-based EPSS.
4.2 Concept of EPSS and Related Works

4.2.1 Concept of EPSS

Here we summarize the purpose of EPSS described by Stevens et al. [1]. An EPSS is a system that can provide on-demand, task-specific skills training, task- and situation-specific information access, customized tools for task automation, and embedded coaching, help, and validation tools. The aim of EPSS is to address the various levels of skill among the users of applications, in other words, to develop an EPSS that does not require its users to be necessarily highly skilled in the operation of the application.

4.2.2 Related works

Figure 4.2 shows WebAttendant and different categories of existing EPSS. Existing EPSS and WebAttendant are categorized based on their target applications. There are EPSS which are used for stand-alone applications and for Web sites.
**EPSS for standard-alone applications**

EPSS for stand-alone applications are categorized based on the techniques they use to figure out what their users are trying to do. There are two categories of EPSS for stand-alone applications:

- EPSS using explicit query approach.
- EPSS using automatic context sensing approach

For the explicit query approach, users have to request support from the EPSS by sending explicit queries about what they are trying to do or about what help they want. CoachWare [3] and the TRACK Knowledge Base are examples of systems that use explicit queries to find out how to support a user's task. Such systems may use a database of queries that are intended to force users to clarify their situation even when users are not knowledgeable about the application they are trying to use. Alternately,
users may be asked to describe their problems in their own words. However, this approach is especially difficult for those users who don’t understand the application.

For the automatic context sensing approach, the system attempts to infer each user's intentions by automatically tracking their operation histories. If a user makes a mistake, the system can detect his/her mistake and support him/her without any request for assistance being made by the user, even when users do not recognize that they have made mistakes. For this reason, an EPSS with an automatic context sensing approach is more user-friendly and superior to an EPSS with an explicit query approach. MMHelper [4], Microsoft Agent [5], and QuickCard [6] are examples of EPSS with the same approach. They attempt to automatically sense the context. Examples of useful data that can be used for this detection include the font size and number words input in a form, the amount of time a user spends in an application without doing anything. These existing EPSS detect the operations within the standard GUI components. Since these existing EPSS are designed for a stand-alone application, they cannot be reused for other applications.

4.2.3 EPSS for Web sites

Categorized from the viewpoint of system design, there are built-in EPSS and content-independent EPSS on the Web. A built-in EPSS is designed for specific Web content by building the EPSS as a part of the content. On the other hand, a content-independent EPSS is designed independently from any Web contents. Almost all existing Web-based EPSS are built-in EPSS. The same as EPSS for standalone applications, there are two categories of EPSS for Web sites:

- EPSS using explicit query approach.
- EPSS using automatic context sensing approach

Most existing EPSS on the Web are built-in EPSS with explicit query approach. The main examples of built-in EPSS with explicit query approach are Query-Based Online Help Services. In a Query-Based Online Help Service, a user has to ask questions by entering keywords or forming a query on the Web page and then get guidance from an EPSS database. A Query-Based Online Help Service does not assist a user unless he/she recognizes the mistakes.

Examples of existing built-in EPSS using automatic context sensing are a Movie Help Service on a Web site and the EPSS for the American FactFinder [7, 8]. The Movie Help Service demonstrates to the user how to use the Web site using balloon help
messages when a user loads the Web site. The Movie Help Service only tracks user’s page loading events. It does not grasp user’s intention. The EPSS for the American FactFinder provides performance support based on their unique characteristics and the needs of the key user group to which they belong. However, it mainly tracks user’s page loading events, and it does not track more detailed information, as does WebAttendant. Plus, it is not reusable.

Because Web masters can design many kinds of interventions and make programs freely, built-in EPSS allows a greater flexibility in design. However, there are some disadvantages with built-in EPSS:

- If Web masters introduce the EPSS function on the existing Web site, they have to modify the content.
- It is difficult to reuse the modules of one built-in EPSS for other Web contents.
- If a large number of users with different skill levels use the Web sites, Web masters will need to develop several versions of a built-in EPSS service to support its users.

WebAttendant is content-independent EPSS using automatic context-sensing. The former characteristics of WebAttendant makes the development and testing processes much easier, and the development costs lower adding or reusing services without changing the existing Web content itself. The latter characteristics is achieved by grasping a user’s status for offering instructions by automatically tracking the user’s more detailed Web operations, such as, the time and the type of the operation event occurs, the type, number, and value of any target objects where the operation event occurs, the user name, and the current URL involved. WebAttendant can infer a user's intention more accurately and can provide the user with more individualized instructions than existing built-in EPSS using automatic context sensing. Considering the above-mentioned advantages of WebAttendant, it seems reasonable to consider it is superior to other EPSS.

4.3 System Design and Implementation

4.3.1 Objective and design plan

Our objectives for designing WebAttendant are to meet two requirements:

1. To create a framework for a cost-efficiency development of an EPSS
2. To develop an EPSS that does not require its users to be necessarily highly skilled in the operation of the application.

To achieve our first objective, we designed the WebAttendant to be a separate EPSS from the existing Web content. Also, WebAttendant separates the rule from the WebAttendant execution module to reuse the same rules for other Web content. Furthermore, WebAttendant provides an authoring tool so that EPSS developers (rule creators) can create rules easily, even if they do not have programming skills. To achieve our second objective, we designed WebAttendant to provide individual instructions based on the user's Web operation events with an automatic context sensing approach.

4.3.2 Outline of the system

Separation of the Web site and WebAttendant

Figure 4.3 shows the structure of WebAttendant. WebAttendant is designed to operate separately from a Web site. In the client side, the proxy server embeds several WebAttendant modules to track user's Web operation and provide him/her with interventions on the Web page. In the WebAttendant server side, other processes of WebAttendant, such as recording and analysis of user's operation and execution of the rules, operate separately from the Web site. As a result, WebAttendant services can be added, changed, and reused without a Web master changing the existing Web content. Also, Web sites and WebAttendant can be maintained individually.

The rules are separated from the WebAttendant execution module, allowing other Web contents to reuse the same rules for an EPSS and decreasing the number of rules that have to be created. WebAttendant provides an authoring tool to create rules easily.

Providing each user with individual instructions on a Web page

To provide each user with an individual instruction on a Web site, a method to recognize the user's status or intention by inference from the user's detailed operation history is required. Therefore, WebAttendant is required to provide a history tracking function, which automatically detects the following user's operation as many as possible on the Web site.

(1) Operations performed on several Web pages

Generally, a Web site consists of many pages. If the tasks in the Web site are complicated, users will need to carry out various operations over many pages. Therefore, a function, which tracks the users operations for several pages is required.
(2) Operations at each object in a page.

If the users' tasks in the Web site are complicated, they will need to carry out various operations in a page. WebAttendant detects the user's operations at each object (for example, each inputting form) in a page in order to examine if he/she carries out the operation in a correct way.

To analyze a user's operation, WebAttendant records and manages the user's operation as several contexts with names and attributes in the server side. Then, WebAttendant analyzes each user's contexts by examining some attributes to find out whether or not it has satisfied certain conditions. For example, it will examine to find out if the number of scrolling operations is less or more than a specific times. Then, it will examine the rules that need to be executed.

After WebAttendant determines to execute a rule to provide a user with individual instructions, it customizes the Web page dynamically by displaying several interventions at suitable places, or it modifies the Web page automatically in order to complete...
a task efficiently.

4.3.3 Modules of WebAttendant

WebAttendant consists of following modules:

(1) Proxy server module

Proxy server module embeds the tags for event probe module and guidance module into each Web page. The tags refer to modules on the Script Server (a standard HTTP server). The Web page where the tags are embedded is then sent to a client browser [9].

(2) Event probe module

When a user operates in the Web page, the event probe module automatically tracks the user’s operation by handling a DOM event in the Web browser [10]. Examples of a DOM events are CLICK, MOUSEMOVE, MOUSEOVER, SCROLL, KEYDOWN, KEYUP, LOAD, SELECT, and so on. The event probe module collects a complete set of information, including

- The time and the type of the DOM event that occurs,
- The type, number, and value of any target objects where the DOM event occurs,
- The IP address of the client or the user name,
- The current URL involved.

The collected information about the user’s operations is sent to a log server.

(3) Log server module

Log server module receives the operation events from the event probe module and sends them to the context module. Log server module also transmits DOM actions (actions of interventions) from a rule module to the guidance module.

(4) Context module

Context module has general contexts and represents what a user has done. The context consists of a set of more than one context items with a name and attribute. There are three kinds of context items:

1. User context item: A parameter related to a user such as "current page's URL", "browsing history of URL" and "user's skill level."

2. Page context item: A parameter related to a page such as "URL", "browsing time" and "number of mouse movement."
Table 4.1: Context event.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Event</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>load</td>
<td>Load a page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unload</td>
<td>Unload a page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouseover</td>
<td>Put the mouse over the target object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouseout</td>
<td>Put the mouse out of the target object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click</td>
<td>Click the mouse at the target object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submit</td>
<td>Submit the target form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no-change</td>
<td>Lose focus without inputting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeated-focus</td>
<td>Focus the target object repeatedly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specified-focus-order</td>
<td>Focus some objects with specified-order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specified-focus-unorder</td>
<td>Do not focus some objects with specified-order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-focus</td>
<td>Focus an object for a long time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-no-keypress</td>
<td>Focus an object for a long time without inputting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-mouse-operations</td>
<td>Move a mouse many times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-scroll-operations</td>
<td>Scroll many times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-mouseover</td>
<td>Put a mouse over some objects many times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-back-button-return</td>
<td>Back to previous page many times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click-hesitation</td>
<td>Hesitate a click operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input-include-prohibited-char</td>
<td>Input characters with prohibited char</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Object context item: A parameter related to an object such as "value", "number of focuses" and "number of change."

When the context module accepts the operation event from the log server, it makes a new context item, which is appropriate to a new user, a new page and a new object, or updates the value of the existing context item. Also, context module examines a value of a context item and if the value is satisfactory, according to the set standard parameter, it makes the context event to notify the rule module that user's context updated and sends it to the rule module. Table 4.1 shows the type of context events currently implemented and used in the evaluation (explained in the section 4.4).

5) Rule module

Rule module decides which rule should be selected to provide individual instructions based on the user's context events and executes the selected rules. The rule module receives the context event from the context module. Then, the rule module (1) selects a rule that is appropriate to the context event, (2) checks the context described in the
condition part of the rule, and (3) decides the execution of a guidance to the user as a DOM action or the update of the value of context item as a context action. The rule module sends DOM action to the log server, which is a command for guidance module to execute guidance. Or, the rule module sends the context action to the context module, which is a command for the context module to update the value of a context item.

(6) Guidance module

Guidance module runs as a client-side applet and give an individual instruction to a user. When the guidance module receives a DOM action from the log server, it executes the DOM action, such as an action to provide interventions to the target object or change pages automatically[11]. Table 4.2 shows the type of DOM actions. Figure 4.4 shows an example of some DOM actions: ”balloon help on” (Figure 4.4-a), ”auto input” (Figure 4.4-b), ”window on” (Figure 4.4-c) and ”web page on” (Figure 4.4-d).

(7) Rule

Rule defines the functions of EPSS service, i.e., the way to instruct each user depending on the user’s situation. Rules describe what kind of intervention should happen and how that should happen, depending on the user’s situation. Rules are described as a XML rule format. A rule format consists of a ”condition part” and an ”execution part”. In condition part, the user’s situation is described by using context event and the attribute of a specific context item. In execution part, the way to instruct each user or the update of his/her contexts are described by using more than one DOM actions and context actions. Figure 4.5 shows the rule format. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the rule in XML format.

(8) Authoring tool module

Authoring tool module provides a simple point-and-click user interface to create rules. Authoring tool module allows users to create rules by minimum operations, linking them directly to the target object on the Web page. The EPSS developer can describe which URL and object, when, what kinds of messages, and how he/she want to show by the interventions on the Web site by selecting an item in the window for the authoring tool beside the target Web page (see Figure 4.7).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOM action</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>page change</td>
<td>Change URL automatically from the current URL in a same window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>window on</td>
<td>Create a new window and display a specific URL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balloon help on</td>
<td>Add a balloon help beside a HTML element with a message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>balloon help off</td>
<td>Delete a displayed balloon help</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wizard</td>
<td>Display a window as a wizard for a user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web page on</td>
<td>Display a specific URL Web page besides a HTML object in a Web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>web page off</td>
<td>Delete an inserted Web page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>auto input</td>
<td>Input a message automatically in an input form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>alert</td>
<td>Display an alert window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disable</td>
<td>Disable a specific input form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enable</td>
<td>Enable a specific input form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>focus</td>
<td>Focus a specific input form automatically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invisible</td>
<td>Make invisible a specific object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visible</td>
<td>Make visible a specific object</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.4: Guidance example.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source (condition part)</th>
<th>target (execution part)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ context source</td>
<td>- DOM target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ context event name</td>
<td>+ DOM object descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ context condition clause</td>
<td>+ DOM action descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ context descriptor</td>
<td>- context target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ context condition</td>
<td>+ context descriptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ context action descriptor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: consists of ...
- : is one of ...

Figure 4.5: Rule format.
Figure 4.6: An example of rule expression in XML.
Figure 4.7: Authoring tool.
4.4 Evaluation

4.4.1 Objectives of evaluation

In order to verify the superiority of WebAttendant framework over a built-in EPSS in cost-efficiency of development, we ran several sets of experiments to evaluate two aspects of EPSS development:

(1) An amount of work involved to develop an EPSS

First we calculated the total operational steps involved in developing an EPSS when we used WebAttendant. Then, we examined the total size of the programs involved to develop the same EPSS when we used a built-in EPSS framework. Finally, We compared the total operational steps involved in EPSS development with WebAttendant framework to the total size of program involved in EPSS development with built-in EPSS framework.

(2) Reusability

To examine a cost-efficiency of development of an EPSS when EPSS modules are reused, we compared the total number of operational steps involved when we used WebAttendant framework to the size of programs involved when we used a built-in EPSS framework to reuse the same EPSS modules. We did this comparison for two possibilities:

(a) Developing EPSS for Different Web sites:

We developed several different EPSS for different Web sites. We then calculated the amount of work when modules for EPSS functions to a specific Web site were reused for other Web sites as well.

(b) Developing EPSS for users with different skill levels in a same Web site:

We developed several different EPSS for different skill levels in a same Web site. We then calculated the amount of work when modules for EPSS functions to a specific skill level were reused for other skill levels as well.

4.4.2 Evaluation on an amount of work

To compare an amount of work using WebAttendant framework versus using a built-in EPSS framework, we developed an EPSS called EPSS-A, which is for an existing Web training site. The scenario and the number of functions (rules) of EPSS-A is shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Scenario and number of functions/rules of the created EPSS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPSS name</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Number of functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPSS-A</td>
<td>Assisting users how to register using their ID, check the availability of the courses, and fill out course application.</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSS-B</td>
<td>Assisting users how to make a map using data in the US Census Bureau.</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSS-C</td>
<td>Assisting users how to transfer a money to other's bank account.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSS-L1</td>
<td>The target is a user who does not have a Web operation skill, and also a first time user of this site. Assisting a user by explaining the flow of a task for his/her purpose in detail. And also explaining the summary of each page.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSS-L2</td>
<td>The target is a user who have an ordinary Web operation skill and has used this site before. Assisting a user by explaining the summary of each task simply.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPSS-L3</td>
<td>The target is a user who is a Web expert. Or a user who used this site many times. Assisting a user only he makes a mistake, for example, when inputting a world in a target object with mistake.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Result in WebAttendant

In WebAttendant, the only works required to develop EPSS-A was to create rules for defining the functions of EPSS. The authoring tool was used for the rule description. The EPSS developer created rules by simple operations. He or she only needed to follow the following 4 operational steps using the authoring tool:

- **Step 1)** select the condition part of the rule from the drop-down lists,
- **Step 2)** click a target object in the target Web page,
- **Step 3)** select the type of intervention from a drop-down lists, and
- **Step 4)** fill in a message that you want to show with an intervention.

We calculated the amount of work that needed to be done to develop EPSS-A. Table 4.4 shows the total number of operational steps using WebAttendant.

Result in built-in EPSS

To develop EPSS-A in built-in EPSS, the EPSS developer had to create several modules for required EPSS functions, using JavaScript and Java languages and embed it in each HTML Web page. Table 4.4 shows the line of the program created in the experiment.
Comparison

To develop EPSS-A using WebAttendant, the developer’s only work was making rules by using the WebAttendant authoring tool. The total number of operational steps involved to make 43 rules was 103, and no special programming skill was required. In contrast, using a built-in EPSS framework, the developer had to create several EPSS modules using a programming language. We found that the total size of programs the developer had to modify were 2280 programming lines. Though it is obvious that the amount of work is lower in WebAttendant than in built-in EPSS because WebAttendant has already provided the basic modules, we think it is easier to develop an EPSS using WebAttendant than using built-in EPSS from the viewpoint of the user’s mental workload for the knowledge of the programming language.

4.4.3 Evaluation on reusability for different Web sites

Development of EPSS for different Web sites

We developed three different EPSS for three different Web sites once using the WebAttendant framework and another time using a built-in EPSS framework. The three different EPSS were the EPSS for Web training site (EPSS-A), which we already described in Section 4.4.2, the EPSS for US Census Bureau Web site (EPSS-B) as shown in Figure 4.4 and the EPSS for Web banking site (EPSS-C). We then compared the amount of work needed to complete for development of these EPSS when we used the WebAttendant framework compared to when we used a built-in EPSS framework. Table 4.3 shows the scenarios of EPSS services for each Web site and the number of functions (rules) created for each Web site. We consider reusability of rules individually as a condition part and an execution part. Table 4.5 shows the number of times reusing a module.

Result in WebAttendant

The only work needed to be completed to make the EPSS modules reusable was to change several parts of each rule that WebAttendant was going to reuse. We calculated the amount of work involved in modifying the EPSS-A to be reusable as EPSS-B or EPSS-C. The calculation was based on the total number of operational steps involved in modifying the rules.

Reusable rules that require no modifications are condition part independent of the Web site contents. The example of a reusable rule is a rule that defines the function
of "many-mouse operations (handling a user moving a mouse many times)". There are some reusable rules that we required some changes, which are dependent of the Web site contents. For example, the condition part of "click-hesitation" rule needs a target object for an instruction in a rule had to be changed. As show in Table 4.5, the total number of operational steps involved in modifying the reusable rules was 170 operational steps.

Result in built-in EPSS

We developed EPSS-A, EPSS-B and EPSS-C using a built-in EPSS framework. To reuse these EPSS, the developer had to modify the modules for each function using JavaScript and Java languages, and had to embed them in each module in each HTML Web page. We estimated the amount of work involved in EPSS development based on the total number of programming lines the developer had to modify to reuse these EPSS modules. As show in Table 4.5, the total programming lines modified for development of EPSS-B and EPSS-C were 422 lines.

Comparison

The work involved in making the EPSS reusable for other Web sites was 170 operational steps in WebAttendant and 442 program lines in Built-in EPSS. Moreover there is a difference in user’s mental workload between the operation on the GUI authoring tool and the program modification on the editor. From the results of the experiment, we concluded that the WebAttendant framework is superior to a built-in EPSS framework in terms of its reusability for different Web sites.

4.4.4 Evaluation on reusability for different skill levels

Development of EPSS for different skill levels

We developed three different EPSS once using the WebAttendant framework and another time using a built-in EPSS framework. The three different EPSS were intended for users of three different skill levels. We developed the EPSS to "highly skilled users" as EPSS-L1, the EPSS to "intermediate-skilled users" as EPSS-L2 and the EPSS to "little-skilled users" as EPSS-L3. We compared the tasks involved in reusing the modules of these EPSS when we used a WebAttendant framework compared to when we used a built-in EPSS framework. Table 4.3 shows the scenarios of EPSS services for users with different skill levels and the number of functions (rules) created
for each Web site. We consider reusability of rules individually as a condition part and an execution part. Table 4.5 shows the number of times reusing a module.

Result in WebAttendant

The only works needed to complete to make EPSS modules to be reusable was to change several parts of each rule that WebAttendant was going to reuse. We calculated the amount of work involved in modifying EPSS-L1 to be reused as EPSS-L2 or EPSS-L3. The calculation was based on the total number of operational steps involved in modifying rules. Table 4.5 shows the results of reusability experiment in WebAttendant. As shown in Table 4.5, the total number of operational steps involved in modifying rules for reusing the modules was 85 steps. Reusable rules requiring no modifications are independent on the user’s skill level. An example of such rules is "input-include-prohibited-char" that warns the user that there are some errors in the input area of the form. The errors in the form are crucial for any users. There are some reusable rules that required some changes which are dependent of the user’s skill level. An example of such rules is changing the type of guidance in the execution part of the rule based on the user’s skill level.

Result in built-in EPSS

To reuse the EPSS functions, the developer had to modify required modules using JavaScript and Java languages, and had to embed each module for each target object in each HTML Web page. We calculated the amount of work based on the total number of program lines we had to modify to make the EPSS modules reusable. Table 4.5 shows the results of reusability experiment in built-in EPSS. As shown in Table 4.5, the total number of programming lines that needed to be modified was 207.

Comparison

The work involved in making the EPSS reusable for other user-skill levels was 85 operational steps in WebAttendant and 207 program lines in Built-in EPSS. Moreover there is a difference in user’s mental workload between the operation on the GUI authoring tool and the program modification on the editor. From the results of the experiment, we concluded that the WebAttendant framework is superior to a built-in EPSS framework in terms of its reusability for different skill levels.
4.4.5 Summary of the results

The summary of the results in the above-mentioned three experiments are as follows:

1. The EPSS developer's amount of work to develop an EPSS for the first time is lower in WebAttendant than in built-in EPSS.

2. The work involved in making the EPSS reusable for other Web sites is lower in WebAttendant than in built-in EPSS.

3. The work involved in making the EPSS reusable for other user skill levels is lower in WebAttendant than in built-in EPSS.

In the near future, EPSS for the Web-based applications used in the corporation will probably be outsourced like conventional business trainings. In that case, an EPSS framework with low development cost and high reusability for different Web sites or user skill levels would be effective for outsourcing service companies.

4.4.6 Future directions

Results of the experiments suggest the need for research on following areas:

(1) Management of rules

As the number of rules increases, keeping track of each rules and its operation condition become very complicated. Thus it is desirable to have a management tool to show the purpose and operating conditions of each rule.

(2) Dealing with dynamically generated pages

If the Web server is linked to a database and generates pages dynamically, management of access to objects in a Web page becomes complicated since the document structure may change. Even an Xpointer[12] will fail unless the original server defines the proper IDs. It is desirable to extend the rule-description technology to deal with some of the structural changes in such dynamically generated pages.
Table 4.4: The amount of development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Module name</th>
<th>Built-in EPSS</th>
<th>WebAttendant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Number of program lines</td>
<td>Number of operational steps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>load</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>unload</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mouseover</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mouseout</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>click</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>long-focus</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>long-no-keypress</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>many-mouse-operations</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>many-scroll-operations</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>many-mouseover</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>many-back-button-return</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>click-hesitation</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>input-include-prohibited-char</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>pagechange</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>window on</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>balloon help on</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wizard</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>web page on</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alert</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>2227</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Function (rule) name</td>
<td>Experiment for different Web sites</td>
<td>Experiment for different skill levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reusing</td>
<td>Built-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>load</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unload</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouseover</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mouseout</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repeated-focus</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specified-focus-order</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specified-focus-unorder</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-focus</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long-no-keypress</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-mouse-operations</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-scroll-operations</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-mouseover</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>many-back-button-return</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click-hesitation</td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>input-include-prohibited char</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>page change</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>window on</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>balloon help on</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wizard</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>web page on</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alert</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reusing: Number of times reusing a functions (rules).
Built-in: Number of modified program lines in Built-in EPSS.
WebAt.: Number of operational steps for modification in WebAttendant.
4.5 Conclusions

We proposed a framework for development of a content-independent EPSS called WebAttendant. In contrast to built-in EPSS, which is a part of Web content, WebAttendant's EPSS can be built independent of the Web content. We proposed the system design and the system structure of WebAttendant. We have also evaluated its effectiveness. We conducted a series of experiments to test the effectiveness of WebAttendant. From the results of these experiments, we concluded that WebAttendant is highly effective as a platform of Web-based EPSS.
Preferences


Chapter 5

Conclusions

This doctoral dissertation considered the technologies supporting the personalization in information browsing systems. There are four kinds of functions required for developing personalization in an information gathering system, which is the higher rank concept of an information browsing system: (1) user information gathering function, (2) user modeling function, (3) comparing and selecting function and (4) authoring function. Out of the four functions, this research studied on the user information gathering function and the authoring function.

For the user information gathering function, we developed a system called TextExtractor, which automatically extracts a text part that the user was interested in from the whole text of a page using the user’s ordinary mouse operation. First, we surveyed the user’s mouse operation performed during his/her usual Web browsing. In this survey, we found four kinds of operations related to the users’ interests: text tracing, link pointing, link clicking and text selection. TextExtractor works for any Web sites because it is implemented as JavaScript and Java applet and inserted to HTML by the proxy server. First, TextExtractor acquires the DOM (Document Object Model) event and analyzes the sequence of the DOM events to detect the above-mentioned four kinds of operations. After that, it extracts the text part which is the target of the detected operations.

We conducted an experiment to see the effectiveness of TextExtractor. In this experiment, we saw if the extracted text by TextExtractor is actually the part the user was interested in. Five users participated in the experiment and browsed their favorite pages as usual. The result shows that the target text parts of every four kinds of operations include keywords the user was interested in at higher ratio (approximately 4%) than whole text of the page. We also compared TextExtractor with tf-idf which is the most popular keyword selection method. The result shows that TextExtractor
extracted the keyword that the user was interested in at about 1.4 times of accuracy. The result also showed that TextExtractor extract keywords at high accuracy even for pages with miscellaneous styles such as bulletin boards and link collections where tf-idf does not achieve its best performance. From these results, we concluded that the system can automatically acquire the part of the Web page the user was interested in from the user’s ordinary mouse operation and its precision is better than that of other methods such as tf-idf. We expect that TextExtractor leads to the user’s more frequent usage of relevance feedback and the accurate Web search.

For the authoring function, we considered the two kinds of features of the WWW: (i) it allows users to acquire information by moving from a page to another page by a link and (ii) it provides GUIs as a platform for building Web applications. We studied on the following two kinds of functions for the above features: (1) a verifying tool for user-navigation and (2) a framework for an EPSS on the Web.

The verifying tool for user-navigation checks the navigation rule which was described by the information provider. The most popular personalization method is a rule-based control. This needs the rule described by the human in advance. If there are some errors in the rule, this leads to the incorrect navigation. We developed a simple hypermedia system for testing the verifying tool and adopted the link hiding for the adaptation method. In this environment, we focused on a dead end and a loop problem. A dead end is the status, in which all links are hidden and the user cannot go anywhere after reaching a node with a navigation rule. A loop is the status, in which there is an unintended loop or the user cannot follow a loop that the information provider intended the users to follow. Generally loops are effectively used in the WWW. However the dynamic adaptation may hide some part of the loop or create unintended loops. This authoring tool automatically finds dead ends and loops by following the paths and investigating the rules.

We conducted an experiment to evaluate the authoring tool. This evaluation examined whether the authoring tool succeeds in reducing the information providers’ efforts to describe the navigation rules and insuring correct navigation. We quantitatively evaluated whether the authoring tool reduced the time that the information provider required for describing the navigation rules and reduced the number of errors in the described navigation rules. In evaluation of the navigation error, an analysis of variance showed a significant difference at the 5% level of significance. There was no significant difference in the description time. However there was a relationship that as the description time becomes longer the error ratio gets smaller. Because the error ratio in describing rules with the authoring tool is smaller than that in describing rules without it, we also confirmed the authoring tool’s effectiveness in description
time. Therefore we expect that the verifying tool for the user-navigation guarantees
the correct navigation and helps the information provider in describing the navigation
rules.

For a framework for an EPSS on the Web, we developed WebAttendant which
allows the EPSS developer to develop an EPSS independent of the Web content. Web-
Attendant consists of a server and a client developed as JavaScript and Java applet
program. Therefore it works for any Web sites. It also offers standard functions re-
quired for EPSS. The only work the EPSS developer has to do is describing guidance
rule using the GUI authoring tool.

In order to verify the superiority of WebAttendant framework over a built-in EPSS
in cost-efficiency of development, we ran two sets of experiments to evaluate two aspects
of EPSS development. One experiment is for evaluating in an amount of work involved
to develop an EPSS. We calculated the total operational steps involved in developing
an EPSS when we used WebAttendant. Then, we examined the total size of the
programs involved to develop the same EPSS when we used a built-in EPSS framework.
Finally, We compared the total operational steps involved in EPSS development with
WebAttendant framework to the total size of program involved in EPSS development
with built-in EPSS framework. The result shows that it is obvious that the amount
of work is lower in WebAttendant than in built-in EPSS. The other experiment is for
evaluating in reusability. We developed several different EPSS for different Web sites
and for users with different skill levels in a same Web site. We then calculated the
amount of work when modules for EPSS functions to a specific Web site or a specific
skill-level user were reused for other Web sites or other skill-level users as well. The work
involved in making the EPSS reusable for other Web sites (skill-levels) was 170 (85)
operational steps in WebAttendant and 442 (207) program lines in Built-in EPSS. We
concluded that the WebAttendant framework is superior to a built-in EPSS framework
in terms of its reusability. From these results, we concluded that WebAttendant is
highly effective as a platform of Web-based EPSS.

In the future, more miscellaneous users with different backgrounds and skill-levels
will participate in the WWW and more diversified applications will run on the WWW.
We can even expect that not only on-line shopping services or reservation services but
also the desktop application like a spreadsheet or word processor will work on the
WWW. In such a situation, personalization will become still more important from a
view of usability and business. We hope that the technology for acquiring the user
information and the authoring tool proposed in our research will contribute to the
growth of personalization.
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